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The Saddam interrogation: Ten years
after the tyrant's execution, the CIA
agent who grilled him reveals the
shattering truth... that everything the
US thought it knew was WRONG
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CIA analyst John Nixon grilled the ruthless dictator of Iraq, Saddam Hussein
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In the course of interrogations, Saddam 'turned our assumptions upside down'
Debrie頜�ing The President: The Interrogation Of Saddam Hussein, by John Nixon,
is published on December 29
By JOHN NIXON, CIA ANALYST FOR THE MAIL ON SUNDAY
PUBLISHED: 17:09 EST, 17 December 2016 | UPDATED: 20:31 EST, 17 December 2016
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I had been up for 27 hours and was 뗛�lat-out exhausted, but the news sent jolts of
adrenaline through me like I’d never experienced before.
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A Special Forces team hunting the man we called High Value Target No 1 had pulled
someone from a hole in the ground. He answered the description.
And my bosses at the CIA were grilling me, the expert.
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Could this burly, unkempt man truly be Saddam Hussein, the ruthless dictator of
Iraq? The most wanted man in the world?
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Could this burly, unkempt man truly be Saddam Hussein, the ruthless dictator of Iraq? The
most wanted man in the world?

It was December 13, 2003, and I’d been in Iraq for eight weeks – a CIA analyst
looking for leads that might take us to Saddam and his notorious henchmen. That
was when I was called to see Buzzy Krongard, the CIA’s executive director.
The war to topple the regime had been going for nearly nine months, yet when it
came to Saddam, all we’d turned up were ‘Elvis sightings’, as we called them. Until,
that is, troops searching a farm near Saddam’s home village of Tikrit found a large
bearded man concealed in a tiny underground bunker.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article4044216/CIAagentgrilledSaddamHusseinsaysthoughtknewmanWRONG.html?ito=socialfacebook
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Now a group of senior o�icers were quizzing me in Krongard’s o�ice; how, they
asked, would I make a de뗛�initive identi뗛�ication? I told them about the tribal tattoos on
Saddam’s right hand and wrist, the bullet scar on his left leg and that his lower lip
tended to droop to one side, something I picked up from studying videotapes.
SHARE THIS
ARTICLE
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Krongard interrupted me: ‘We need to make sure this is Saddam and not one of
those body doubles.’
The myth – and it was a myth – that Saddam maintained multiple lookalikes was a
source of wry amusement to those of us who worked in intelligence, but I decided
silence was the better part of valour and started compiling a list of questions only
the dictator could answer.
The military was 뗛�lying the putative Saddam to Baghdad airport that night and it was
decided we’d make the identi뗛�ication there.
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+5
In late 2007, I was summoned to give a detailed presentation to George W. Bush at the Oval
O엜�ice. What kind of a man had Saddam been, he asked me?

At midnight, after a long wait, the convoy was ready. Men in night-vision goggles
drove us at 100mph down the Airport Road, a no-go zone at night. At the airport, a
side road led to a series of low-slung blockhouses that once housed Saddam’s
Special Republican Guard. Inside, I found pandemonium and another wait until
뗛�inally a GI said, ‘OK, guys. You’re up.’
Suddenly the door opened and I immediately found myself sucking in air. There he
was, sitting on a metal folding chair, wearing a white dishdasha robe and blue
quilted windbreaker.
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There was no denying that the man had charisma. He was big – 6ft 1in – and thickly
built. Even as a prisoner who was certain to be executed, he exuded an air of
importance.
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I spoke 뗛�irst through a translator. ‘I have
some questions I’d like to ask you, and
you are to answer them truthfully. Do you
understand?’
Saddam nodded. ‘When was the last
time you saw your sons alive?’
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I expected Saddam to be de뗛�iant, but I
was taken aback by the aggression of his
reply: ‘Who are you guys? Are you
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Author John Nixon

There was so much we wanted to know.
How had he escaped from Baghdad?
Who had helped him? He would not say, answering only the questions he wanted to.
‘Why don’t you ask me about politics? You could learn a lot from me,’ he barked. He
was especially vocal on the rough treatment he’d received from the troops who
brought him in, launching a long diatribe.
I was incredulous. Here was a man who didn’t think twice about killing his own
people complaining about a few scratches. He lifted his dishdasha to show the
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article4044216/CIAagentgrilledSaddamHusseinsaysthoughtknewmanWRONG.html?ito=socialfacebook
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damage to his left leg. I saw an old scar. Was it the bullet wound, I asked him. He
assented with a grunt – the 뗛�inal piece of proof. We’d got him.
Capturing Saddam was all very well, but now we had to get to the truth about his
regime, and in particular the weapons of mass destruction that had been the pretext
for the invasion. His response was simply to mock us.
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Former Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein moments after his capture by US forces
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‘You found a traitor who led you to Saddam Hussein. Isn’t there one traitor who can
tell you where the WMDs are?’ He warmed to the subject, saying Americans were a
bunch of ignorant hooligans who did not understand Iraq and were intent on its
destruction.
‘Iraq is not a terrorist nation,’ he said. ‘We did not have a relationship with (Osama)
bin Laden, and did not have weapons of mass destruction... and were not a threat to
our neighbours. But the American President [George W Bush] said Iraq wanted to
attack his daddy and said we had ‘weapons of mass destruction.’
Ignoring his goading, we asked Saddam if he’d ever considered using WMDs preemptively against US troops in Saudi Arabia. ‘We never thought about using
weapons of mass destruction. It was not discussed. Use chemical weapons against
the world? Is there anyone with full faculties who would do this? Who would use
these weapons when they had not been used against us?’
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article4044216/CIAagentgrilledSaddamHusseinsaysthoughtknewmanWRONG.html?ito=socialfacebook
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This was not what we had expected to hear. How, then, had America got it so wrong?
Saddam had an answer: ‘The spirit of listening and understanding was not there – I
don’t exclude myself from this blame.’ It was a rare acknowledgment that he could
have done more to create a clearer picture of Iraq’s intentions.
Was he playing with us, twisting the truth to spare his pride?
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Debrie頜�ing The President: The Interrogation Of Saddam Hussein, by John Nixon, is published
on December 29 by Bantam Press at £16.99

I asked about his notorious use of chemical weapons against the Kurdish city of
Halabja during the Iran-Iraq war. He became furious. ‘I am not afraid of you or your
president. I will do what I have to do to defend my country!’
Then he turned to me and sneered: ‘But I did not make that decision.’
We decided to close the brie뗛�ing. As Saddam left the room, he glared at me. I have
annoyed quite a few people in my life, but no one has ever looked at me with such
murderous loathing.
My superiors were delighted at the progress we were making, yet something nagged
at me about the exchange. My gut told me that there was some truth in what
Saddam had said. He was incensed about Halabja. Not because his o�icers had used
chemical weapons – he showed no remorse – but because it had given Iran a
propaganda 뗛�ield day.
It was not the only thing that would surprise me. For example, in my years studying
Saddam, I never doubted the received wisdom that his stepfather in Tikrit beat him.
Many eminent psychiatrists who had analysed him from afar said this was why
Saddam was so cruel and why he wanted nuclear weapons.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article4044216/CIAagentgrilledSaddamHusseinsaysthoughtknewmanWRONG.html?ito=socialfacebook
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Yet, in the course of my further interrogations, Saddam turned our assumptions
upside down, saying his stepfather was the kindest man he had ever known: ‘Ibrahim
Hasan – God bless him. If he had a secret, he would entrust me with it. I was more
dear to him than his son, Idham.’

Got stuck into his
hosting duties

I asked about the CIA’s belief that Saddam suﬀered
great pain from a bad back and
SELECTION
had given up red meat and cigars. He said he didn’t know where I was getting my
intelligence, but it was wrong. He told me he smoked four cigars every day and loved
red meat. He was also surprisingly 뗛�it.
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The CIA pro뗛�ile of Saddam suggested he was a chronic liar, yet he could be quite
candid. Our perception that he ruled with an iron grip was also mistaken. It became
clear from our interrogations that in his 뗛�inal years, Saddam seemed clueless about
what had been happening inside Iraq. He was inattentive to what his government
was doing, had no real plan for the defence of Iraq and could not comprehend the
immensity of the approaching storm.
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Saddam was quick, too, to deny involvement in 9/11. ‘Look at who was involved,’ he
said. ‘What countries did they come from? Saudi Arabia. And this [ringleader]
Muhammad Atta, was he an Iraqi? No. He was Egyptian. Why do you think I was
involved in the attacks?’
Saddam had actually believed 9/11 would bring Iraq and America closer because
Washington would need his secular government to help 뗛�ight fundamentalism. How
woefully wrong he had been.
During our talks, we often heard mu�led explosions. Saddam inferred things were
not going well for the US forces and took pleasure in the fact. ‘You are going to fail,’
he said. ‘You are going to 뗛�ind that it is not so easy to govern Iraq.’ History has proved
him right. But back then, I was curious why he felt that way.
‘Because you do not know the language, the history, and the Arab mind,’ he said. ‘It’s
hard to know the Iraqi people without knowing its weather and its history. The
diﬀerence is between night and day and winter and summer. That’s why they say the
Iraqis are hard-headed – because of the summer heat.’
He chuckled and added: ‘Next summer,
when it is hot, they might revolt against
you. The summer of 1958 got a little hot.
In the 1960s, when it was hot, we had a
revolution. You might tell that to
President Bush!’
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It was several years and several more
postings to Iraq before I could explain
the realities of Iraq to the President, face
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to face. By now, Saddam had been tried
and executed, 뗛�inally dispatched in late
2006.
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But in late 2007, I was summoned to give
a detailed presentation to George W.
Bush at the Oval O�ice. What kind of a
man had Saddam been, he asked me?
I told him that he was disarming at 뗛�irst
and used self-deprecating wit to put you
at ease.
The President looked as if he was going
to lose his cool. I quickly explained that
the real Saddam was sarcastic, arrogant
and sadistic, which seemed to calm Bush
down.
He looked at Vice-President Dick Cheney
and their eyes locked in a knowing way.
As I was leaving, he joked: ‘You sure
Saddam didn’t say where he put those
vials of anthrax?’ Everyone laughed, but I
thought his crack inappropriate. America
had lost more than 4,000 troops.
Several months later, I was asked to go
back to the White House. This time, the
President looked annoyed and distracted
and asked for a brie뗛�ing on the Shia cleric
called Muqtada al-Sadr, the leader of the
Mahdi Army, then engaged in dangerous
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Saddam also said he was proud of his
murderous sons Uday and Qusay, but
realistic about their shortcomings. He
sometimes found it necessary to
punish them.
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insurgency against the coalition. This was
not on the agenda.
Trying to gain a few seconds, I said: ‘Well,
that is the $64,000 question’ Bush
looked at me and said: ‘Why don’t you
make it the $74,000 question, or
whatever your salary is, and answer?’
What an a***hole!
In his 2010 memoir, Bush wrote: ‘I
decided I would not criticise the
hardworking patriots of the CIA for the
faulty intelligence on Iraq.’ But that is
exactly what he did. He blamed the
agency for everything that went wrong
and called its analysis ‘guesswork’ while
hearing only what he wanted to hear.

Uday was a particular problem for him.
He said he was incensed when he
learned that Uday kept a 뤱�leet of
Bentleys, Jaguars and Mercedes in a
garage protected by Republican Guard
soldiers, saying: ‘What kind of
message are we sending to the Iraqi
people, who must suﬀer under
sanctions and do without?’
Saddam had the cars torched after a
drunk Uday shot and wounded
Saddam’s half-brother Watban at a
family party.
The altercation prompted the 1995
defection of Hussein and Saddam
Kamel, the husbands of Saddam’s two
daughters, to Jordan.

I do not wish to imply that Saddam was
innocent. He was a ruthless dictator who
plunged his region into chaos and bloodshed. But in hindsight, the thought of
having an ageing and disengaged Saddam in power seems almost comforting in
comparison with the wasted eﬀort of our brave men and women in uniform and the
rise of Islamic State, not to mention the £2.5 trillion spent to build a new Iraq.
© John Nixon, 2016
Debrie頜�ing The President: The Interrogation Of Saddam Hussein, by John Nixon, is
published on December 29 by Bantam Press at £16.99. Oﬀer price £12.74 until
December 27. Pre-order at www.mailbookshop.co.uk or call 0844 571 0640; p&p
free on orders over £15.
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Rick Olson, Florence, United States, 3 minutes ago

I had tears running down my cheeks reading about the kindly Sadam. Come on, guys. Nixon is a
deranged lefty trying to sell a book.
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Jeremy Corbyn, ten years from now.
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fogey, Inverness, 7 minutes ago

Blix stated categorically that Iraq did not have weapons of mass destruction. The suitcases full of
dvd's produced in evidence supporting this were never believed. Blix asked for one more
inspection period to prove emphatically that it was all propaganda and false bombast by Iraq, but
that did not suit the Bush,Blair programme of regime change and the manipulation of the price of
oil. Bush wanted to show he was tougher than his father in crushing Saddam when Kuwait was
invaded and that was a big mistake by Iraq. Stormin' Norman should not have been stopped from
finishing what Bush Snr. started and this mess would not have started had he continued to the
end.
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HarvestMoonPerson, Trigger Article Fifty, United Kingdom, 11 minutes ago

He kept everything under control despite his evil ways. Should have never killed him.
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bobc, Anytown, United States, 14 minutes ago

If you believe anything the CIA says I have a bridge to sell you.
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Nixon obviously hated Bush and makes no bones about it. It looks like Nixon wants to get his
pound of flesh and these tell all books are designed for that purpose. It would be interesting to
hear what Nixon's associates had to say about Nixon and Hussein. Nixon seems to gloss over the
deeds of an infamous killer and that is disturbing.
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Shoehorn56, Preston, 21 minutes ago

When will people understand that the middle east is what it is and absolutely no amount of
western meddling will change things. ,only the middle east can sort themselves out. Don't know
when because it's been like this for over thousand years. Let them get on with it.
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TheGnostic, Vitoria, Spain, 22 minutes ago

lsIaam is always at w a r, for the last 1300 years, mostly with others but also with itself. More
than that, these toubles have reduced the Xtian population of the near east from 90% to less than
5%. In any other place, the media would say this is etthnic cIeansing.
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TheGnostic, Vitoria, Spain, 27 minutes ago

And what of the lraaqi Jws? Between 1950 and 1980, some 500,000 Jws, who ran the lraqqi
economy, were exiIed from the country. The Jwsh exilarch (king) of lraaq still has a claim on 30
billion of lost assets, when he was exiIed. Why does the media always moan about exiIied PaIs,
but never talk about the exiIed lraaqi Jws??
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32
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TheGnostic, Vitoria, Spain, 8 minutes ago

Why the red arrows? It is the truth. Whether you support or oppose Jwdaism, the truth
can only be the truth  to be used for enlightenment. I am Atheiist, btw. No d i g in this
fiigght at all.
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The human, Newcastle, United Kingdom, 29 minutes ago

Sadam kept the world a safe place, bless his sole
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WillBoisYWlad, Carmarthen, United Kingdom, 10 minutes ago

Why are you blessing his shoes?
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star 'is very well
aware' Scientology
is 'defrauding
people'
Outspoken critic
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NEW
ARTICLES

Top

Share

It's a Kardashian
Kristmas! Kim,
Kylie and Khloe
strip down to their
smalls for a very
merry Instagram
shoot
Celebrating
Christmas with a
cheeky picture
Just bootiful!
Makeup free
Alessandra
Ambrosio shows
off her long legs in
kinky thighhigh
suede boots
Hid her flawless
figure beneath a
beige dress
Teen model Lily
Rose Depp dazzles
as she steps out in
hoodie and mini
skirt for a little
Christmas
shopping
The 17yearold
actress and model
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kept it casual
'It's about how
you feel from the
inside out': Plus
size model Iskra
Lawrence on how
she learned to feel
confident, as she
hands out advice
on how to handle
haters

+99
NEW
ARTICLES

Top

Share

Bring your child to
work day! Kim
receives support
from daughter
North in a behind
thescenes look at
her saucy Love
magazine shoot
Scarlett
Johansson oozes
Parisian glamor as
she and husband
Romain Dauriac
launch popcorn
shop Yummy Pop
in France just in
time for Christmas
PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Make
up free Victoria
Beckham looks
effortlessly chic in a
plaid coord as she
goes Christmas
shopping with son
Brooklyn
Santa baby!
Christina Aguilera
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dresses up in
skintight sexy
Santa suit two days
before her 36th
birthday
She left little to the
imagination
Rocco Ritchie
enjoys a night out
with girlfriend Kim
Turnbull as she
looks chic in a
black crop top and
jeans
He seemed in great
spirits
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Share

Annie Lennox'
daughter Tali
dazzles at
glamorous bash
celebrating her
painting exhibit
Posing among the
artworks
'I Wuv This Guy':
Pregnant Ciara
cuddles up to her
husband on private
jet as she wears his
team jersey
The couple traveled
in luxury
Getting ready for
that wedding gown!
Erin Andrews
flashes her
engagement ring
after a grueling
workout
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The newlyengaged
star showcases
physique
Pregnant Cheryl
gets into the
Christmas spirit as
she shares sweet
selfie with reindeer
filter
The Promise
hitmaker looked
positively festive
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Hilary Duff dons
baseball cap of ex
beau Jason Walsh's
gym as she shops
in Beverly Hills
after son's kissing
snap controversy
Afternoon of
shopping
Justin Bieber
bundles up for a
chilly hike in LA...as
his dad posts
shirtless snap of
'handsome' star on
Instagram
Wore multiple layers
Offduty beauty!
Kendall Jenner
shows she's
fashionable on and
off the runway in
chic leggings and a
black bomber jacket
for shopping trip
Mum on the move!
Chrissy Teigen is
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the epitome of
travel chic as she
pushes baby Luna
in a pram at LAX
Spotted in a black
and white ensemble
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ARTICLES
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Share

Picture perfect!
Makeup free
Elizabeth Olsen
shows off her
flawless skin as she
sips on a hot drink
Twins' sister meets
pal in Los Angeles
'We got married in
sweats': Michael
Phelps and wife
Nicole Johnson
reveal details of
their supersecret
backyard wedding
Top secret June
wedding
'Not everyone
knows': Shannen
Doherty sounds off
on cancer treatment
after a stranger
feared star's
radiation could
transfer
Cancer
misconceptions
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'Personal
friendships are
important to her':
As Elizabeth
grieves for two of
her closest friends,
we reveal the
important
confidantes she
cherishes so much
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Share

Wolf whistle on
Wall Street!
Charlotte McKinney
sends stocks in
leather rising as
she struts through
the Financial
District
Fierce fashion
Get your motor
running! Bikiniclad
Fergie breaks traffic
laws, cruises with
world's coolest
grandma and
throws a beach
party in new video
Talk about
attention seeking!
Keke Palmer braves
the freezing New
York streets in a
bikini top
The star stepped out
in two headturning
looks
Why so shy? Rita
Ora keeps a low
profile as she
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touches down in
London in baggy
jumper... after
exposing her bra in
a seethrough top
at Warsaw gig
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Share

'The lack of
respect is too
much!' Amber
Portwood leaves
Teen Mom OG after
a fight with Farrah
Abraham
Not returning to the
hit MTV show
Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge will
spend Christmas
with the Middletons
rather than joining
the Queen at
Sandringham for
the SECOND time
in 4 years
Taking the reins!
North West can't
hide her excitement
as she goes
horseback riding
Kim and Kanye's
threeyearold is
growing up fast
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Night and day!
Bella Hadid rocks
all black on evening
out before
wrapping up in
yellow for morning
at the shops
Model showcases
her street style
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Share

Now that's an
office Christmas
party! Beyonce
puts on a surprise
show at company
holiday bash
Singer thrills workers
by performing just for
them
'Burst into tears
and pick up
everyone remotely
involved': Kate
Beckinsale and
Michael Sheen
celebrate as
daughter Lily, 17,
gets into college
Well it is his eighth
baby! Sir Mick
Jagger's newborn
is named Deveraux
OCTAVIAN Basil'...
as daughter
Elizabeth posts first
picture of tot
Millions will
disagree (not least
her exBFF Jerry
Hall), but model
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MARIE HELVIN
defiantly
insists...the recipe
for a happy
Christmas is being
CHILDLESS
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All I Want For
Christmas Is (all of)
You! Mariah Carey
and James Corden
turn their Carpool
karaoke into a star
studded singalong
carolfest
'I'm so scared':
Emotional Blac
Chyna breaks down
in tears as she
prepares for birth
of Baby Dream
Video of emotional
star comforted by
fiance Rob
'She works hard!':
Reese Witherspoon
reveals her
admiration for
Taylor Swift as she
promotes Sing!
with Matthew
McConaughey
On the Today show
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Sean Kingston
ordered to pay $44k
for Rolex and
bracelet he took
from jeweler almost
a year ago... as he
continues to flaunt
bling on Instagram
Let's Get Physical:
Braless Chrissy
Teigen shows off
some serious
sideboob in a VERY
skimpy 80s blue
leotard as she eats
a hot dog for
LOVE's advent
calendar
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Fairytale In New
York singer Shane
MacGowan, 58, cuts
a frail figure in a
wheelchair as he
flashes his new
dentures in Dublin
Michelle Obama
steps up war with
Trump as she tells
Oprah that
Americans have no
'hope' now that
he's weeks from the
Oval Office
Staying in shape!
Karlie Kloss wrap
up warm as she
heads home after
an early workout
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Smiled for the
cameras after getting
in her gym hours for
the day
'I was in a dark
place': Lamar
Odom gives first
sitdown interview
about his nearfatal
overdose
The Doctors
released a teaser
trailer after star
entered rehab
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'Woke up like this'
Ashley Tisdale gets
pumped at pilates
with Beyoncé
inspired sweatshirt
Wearing a graphic
black and white
sweatshirt
High fashion!
Bella Thorne, 19,
wears marijuana
symbols on her
socks as she goes
out for lunch with
friends
Leaving a restaurant
A family affair!
Lisa Rinna and her
model daughter
Delilah share a kiss
on as they wow in
glamorous gowns
The 53yearold and
her daughter stole
the show
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Topless Kelly
Brook cups her
bust for her raciest
calendar shoot
yet... before posing
in nothing but a
denim shirt in
smouldering snaps
Adored by thousands
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That's a wrap!
Naomi Watts keeps
warm under
massive padded
coat on set of
Gypsy in New York
An assistant was on
hand to wrap up the
star
Pictured together
for the first time:
Prince Harry and
his girlfriend
Meghan Markle go
out on the town to
catch a Curious
Incident at the
theatre
'Tis the season...
for breaking up!
Erica Packer and
Seal 'have quietly
ended their
relationship' two
months after her ex
James split from
Mariah Carey
Kylie Jenner fans at
the star's popup
store are met with a
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long list of
RULES  and they
can't find out how
much their items
cost until they go to
the register
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With six Santas,
an advent calendar
the size of a shed
and nonstop
pressies billionaire
Bernie Ecclestone's
granddaughter is
having Christmas
to remember

Today's
headlines

Most Read

'Pull over! Oh my god': Helpless
biker captures footage of driver
'suffering stroke at the wheel' on
a...
BREAKING NEWS: Canadian
woman is among seven killed after
gunmen believed to be targeting
police flee to...
Revealed  the dog breeds you
should NEVER buy: Vet explains
why you should avoid teacup
pups, bulldogs and...
Colorado mother is arrested after her
twoyearold son is found alone in
snowcovered car in 23 DEGREES...
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Arkansas boy, 3, is shot dead in
sickening roadrage attack
'because his grandma wasn't
driving fast enough'
+99

GOP electors under siege: Electoral
NEW
College members receive
death Top
ARTICLES
threats, creepy Christmas cards
and...

Share

Bitter cold maintains grip on
middle America with record lows
felt as far south as Texas while icy
roads are...
Dylann Roof will not use mental
health experts during his sentencing
because he believes 'psychology is
a...
REVEALED: How Lamar Odom's
recovery was 'prompted by
childhood friend who is serving
life in jail for...
'I slept with the bride the night before
the wedding... I was the best man':
The anonymous confessions of...
'She wore a mourning dress to the
wedding': Brides reveal the
WORST things their nightmare
motherinlaws...
A royally big hug! Heartwarming
photos show Prince Harry sharing an
emotional reunion with African
orphan...
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE: The little
girl who would grow up to steal
Prince Harry's heart... Meghan
Markle's family...
I've got a real cracker for you,
Mummy: Touching new Royal portrait
captures a tender motherson
moment as...
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William and Kate will skip Philip's
traditional Boxing Day shoot at
Sandringham for a lower key
version with...
+99

'I wanted to do something to make
NEW
my mother proud': Prince
Harry Top
ARTICLES
reveals his inspiration for undergoing
a...

Share

'I knew other women's bodies
looked like mine': Lane Bryant's
untouched ad goes viral after fans
celebrate...
Tragedy as one woman is killed and
fouryearold girl is left in critical
condition after 100foot tree...
Man is found burning to death on
Hollywood sidewalk with a
gunshot wound to the head in
apparent suicide
Louisiana man is arrested for
'repeatedly raping and sexually
assaulting four young relatives in his
man...
Tunisian girl, 13, is forced to marry
a 20yearold 'rapist' relative who
got her pregnant
How the South was charmed:
Incredible crowd pictures from
Trump's Thank You tour show his
adoring female fan...
'I politely declined': David Foster
denies report that he's organizing
Trump's inauguration
performances as...
Exit stage left! Michael Sheen says
he's quitting acting to become a full
time activist fighting the rise of...
'So you trust me more than
American CIA?': Alec Baldwin's
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Trump gets cozier with Putin who
surprised him by...
'Let them keep it!' Trump says China
can have the drone they stole
+99 after
the country accused America of...
NEW

Top
Newsweek reporter ARTICLES
claims Trump
supporter sent him a video of a
strobe light flashing to
Share
intentionally...

Tiffany Trump braves the cold with
her registered Democrat boyfriend as
the pair step out in the snow for a...
Obama tees off Hawaii vacation
with round of golf alongside his
three aides and a longtime friend
after...
MORE HEADLINES

FROM THE MAKERS OF
CANDY CRUSH
Farm Heroes Saga, the #4 Game on
iTunes. Play it now!
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